
 

 

Oral Implants in Potentially Problematic Sites - Surgical Options for 

Optimal Restorative Results  

The aspiration to place implants in an ideal position towards an optimal restoration of the 

missing tooth is one of the most demanding challenges of the modern dental team: restorative 

dentist, prosthodontist and dental technician. This task is even more complicated in sites with 

deficient ridges.  

Numerous implants systems, bio-materials and surgical techniques are available, but it is not 

always clear how, and in which sequence to use them for the best possible results. The lack of 

knowledge may lead the dentist to make a treatment plan without implants or when placing 

implants, the result may lead to functional or esthetic failure of the final prosthesis.  

The aim of this lecture is to present treatment options, the decision making strategy, and the 

correlating treatment stages when placing implants in potentially problematic sites.  

During the presentation the following aspects will be discussed:  

1. The treatment strategy form simple situations to complex ones.  

2. The surgical approach and technique in different clinical cases. The optional techniques in all 

four stages of implant supported restorations: implant site development, implant placement, 

implant exposure and prosthetic phase including complications and "trouble-shooting".  

3. The decision making and sequence of therapy when considering how to choose an optimal 

implant system, which materials to use and which techniques to prefer with emphasis on 

problematic sites.  

This presentation is expected to provide the attending dentist a better understanding of the 

treatment options for teeth replacement in sites with high esthetic demands toward optimal 

restorative results. 
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